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The tetrameric enzyme pyruvate carboxylase (PC),
a biotin-dependent carboxylase, produces oxaloace-
tate by two consecutive reactions that take place
in distant active sites. Previous crystal structures
revealed two different configurations for PC tetra-
mers, theso-calledsymmetricandasymmetric,which
were understood as characteristic molecular archi-
tectures for PC from different organisms. We have
analyzed PC samples from Staphylococcus aureus
while the enzyme generates oxaloacetate, expecting
PC tetramers to display the conformational land-
scape relevant for its functioning. Using cryoelectron
microscopy (cryo-EM) and sorting techniques, we
detect previously defined symmetric and asym-
metric architectures, demonstrating that PC maps
both arrangements by large conformational changes.
Furthermore, we observe that each configuration
is coupled to one of the two consecutive enzymatic
reactions. The findings describe the structural
transitions relevant for the allosteric control of the
multifunctional PC and demonstrate that by cryo-EM
and classification, we can characterize freely working
macromolecules.
INTRODUCTION
Biotin-dependent carboxylases are widely distributed in all king-
doms of life since they catalyze the transfer of carboxyl groups to
several substrates crucial in fatty acid, amino acid, and carbohy-
drate metabolism (Tong, 2013; Waldrop et al., 2012). They are
multifunctional and contain biotin carboxylase (BC) and carbox-
yltransferase (CT) domains that work in a sequential fashion.
Pyruvate carboxylase (PC) carboxylates pyruvate into oxaloace-
tate, an essential metabolite in the tricarboxylic acid cycle (Utter
and Keech, 1960), which fuels several anabolic biosynthetic re-
actions such as gluconeogenesis, lipogenesis, insulin secretion,
and synthesis of glutamate neurotransmitter (Jitrapakdee et al.,Structure 22,2008). In humans, PC is mitochondrial, and there are several
metabolic disorders associated with the deficiency of its enzy-
matic activity, diseases that predominantly manifest with lactic
acidemia and neurological dysfunction (Marin-Valencia et al.,
2010). In the first step of the PC reaction (Figures 1A and 1B),
the BC domain catalyzes the carboxylation of the biotin cofactor
using bicarbonate as the carboxyl donor in a reaction that
requires MgATP (Attwood and Wallace, 2002; Knowles, 1989).
The second step is carried out by the CT component that pro-
motes the CO2 transfer from carboxybiotin to pyruvate. The
biotin prosthetic group is attached to a biotin-carboxyl carrier
protein (BCCP) domain that transfers the product from the BC
active site to the CT active site as substrate for the next chemical
reaction (Figures 1A and 1B). The coupling between reactive
centers requires large conformational changes, which may be
under allosteric regulation, with structural transitions that are
not well understood.
Typically, PC is found as tetramers of four identical subunits
(Figure 1C), with monomers 120–130 kDa in size (Jitrapakdee
et al., 2008). Crystallographic studies for PC from Homo sapiens
(HsPC), Staphylococcus aureus (SaPC), and Rhizobium etli
(RePC) describe a tetrameric rhombohedron organized in two
layers, with two opposing monomers in each layer (Figure 1C)
(St Maurice et al., 2007; Xiang and Tong, 2008). Each subunit
contains all the three aforementioned domains: the catalytic
BC and CT, and the BCCP where biotin is covalently attached
(Figures 1A–1C). The crystal structures for PC (St Maurice
et al., 2007; Xiang and Tong, 2008) revealed an additional struc-
tural domain linking the other three functional ones termed the
PC tetramerization (PT) domain (Figures 1A and 1B), a structural
region that was not inferred from the protein sequence, where its
two constitutive regions are far apart from each other. In the
atomic structures of SaPC and HsPC (Xiang and Tong, 2008),
this region is seen to contribute to the oligomerization of the
enzyme (Figure 1D).
The enzymatic activity of PC requires the BCCP domain and
the tethered biotin to swing between the BC and CT active sites
from opposing monomers within the same layer (St Maurice
et al., 2007). X-ray crystallography showed that the biotin is
carboxylated in the BC domain of its own monomer (Lietzan
et al., 2011) and that the carboxyl is transferred to pyruvate in
the CT domain of the opposite subunit (Xiang and Tong, 2008).911–922, June 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 911
Figure 1. Crystallographic Structure of PC
(A) Distribution of domains in the primary structure of PC. Domains are colored as follows: biotin carboxylase (BC), red; carboxyl transferase (CT), green; biotin-
carboxyl carrier protein domain (BCCP), blue; and protein tetramerization (PT) or allosteric domain, gold. The color code for domains is kept in the figures unless
stated otherwise.
(B) One subunit of SaPC is depicted in ribbons taken from the crystallographic structure of SaPC (PDB ID 3BG5) (Xiang and Tong, 2008). One ATP molecule
residing in the BC active site and one molecule of pyruvate in the CT site are shown. Biotin is represented attached to the conserved Lys residue of the BCCP
domain. Below: schematic representation of the two consecutive reactions that PC catalyzes during pyruvate carboxylation.
(C) Crystal structure of tetrameric full-length SaPC (PDB ID 3BG5) (Xiang and Tong, 2008). One of the subunits is colored domain-wise (monomer 1), while
monomers 2–4 are seen pink, blue, and yellow, respectively.
(D) Ribbon representation for the crystal structure of SaPC tetramer (PDB ID 3BG5) (Xiang and Tong, 2008) showing the symmetric arrangement. The rmsd
between subunits from opposing layers is 2.4 A˚ (excluding BBCP domains and their linkers).
(E) Depiction of the crystal structure of RePC tetramer (PDB ID 2QF7) (St Maurice et al., 2007) displaying the asymmetric architecture. The rmsd between subunits
from opposing layers is 8.9 A˚ (excluding BBCP domains and their linkers).
For clarity, the ribbons rendering in (D) and (E) do not include the BCCP regions.
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate CarboxylaseThose active sites are in far distance (around 75 A˚), and the
needed mobility for BCCP is provided by a long disordered
segment of approximately 20 amino acids that links the BCCP
with the PT domain (Figures 1B and 1C). Despite considerable
efforts, published crystal structures show BCCP domains
located in exo binding sites far from the catalytic centers or
missing due to their flexible nature. The only exceptions to this
are found in (1) HsPC and SaPC tetramers, where one BCCP
domain in the tetramer was found in a conformation compatible
with the CT reaction (Xiang and Tong, 2008); and (2) in RePC
T882A mutant, where the BCCP domain was found near the
BC active site, after mutation of the CT site (Lietzan et al., 2011).
SaPC and RePC enzymes share approximately 50%
sequence identity, and it is assumed that they both carry out their
sequential reactions in a similar manner. However, there is a
fundamental difference in their quaternary structure that is not
yet understood. The PT (also known as allosteric) domain is
essential to bind the allosteric activator acetyl-coenzyme A
(acetyl-CoA) for many PC enzymes, including RePC and SaPC912 Structure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All righ(Cazzulo and Stoppani, 1968; Jitrapakdee and Wallace, 1999).
Unexpectedly, this domain shows a different arrangement within
SaPC and RePC tetramers. In SaPC, the tetramer shows a
mostly symmetrical configuration (Figure 1D) where all four PT
domains have a similar arrangement and are found to mediate
PT-PT contacts between subunits in different layers (Xiang and
Tong, 2008). This way, the subunits from the two layers are
also similar, with a root-mean-square deviation (rmsd) between
them of 2.4 A˚. In RePC (bound to a CoA analog), however, the
two layers show a considerable asymmetry, including different
arrangement of the PT domains (Figure 1E) (St Maurice et al.,
2007). While two PT domains are in close proximity in one layer,
the other two are located at a great distance in the opposing
face. The distinct arrangement of PT domains originates struc-
tural differences between PC monomers, and the rmsd between
subunits from opposing layers is 8.9 A˚. In addition, the relative
positions of the two monomers in each layer of RePC are very
different, such that the distance between the BC and CT active
sites is 65 A˚ in the top layer but 80 A˚ in the bottom layer.ts reserved
Figure 2. Cryo-EM of Working PC
(A) Progress of SaPC catalytic activity monitored
by absorbance at 340 nm (see Experimental
Procedures).
(B) Field of an electron micrograph from the cryo-
EM analysis of SaPC tetramers frozen during their
catalytic activity.
(C) Rendering of the 3D density map for SaPC
tetramer (EMD-1742) (Lasso et al., 2010) used
as an initial reference for refinement and classifi-
cation.
(D) Cryo-EM maps obtained for the four classes
after classification of a total set of55,000 images.
The number of particles that contribute to each
class is included. The density maps are rendered
at 4s density threshold.
(E) Dendrogram based on the coefficient of corre-
lation between the four cryo-EM maps obtained in
the classification and displayed in (D).
See also Figure S1.
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate CarboxylaseThe structural deviation between monomers at distinct layers in
PC is even larger in the structure for RePC T882A mutant, where
it reaches an rmsd of 9.5 A˚ (Lietzan et al., 2011). In comparison,
the structure of SaPC in complex with CoA is even more sym-
metrical than the free enzyme (Yu et al., 2009), with an rmsd of
1.28 A˚ among the four monomers. The discrepancy between
structures led to the assumption that the overall symmetry of
PC tetramers was species specific (Lietzan et al., 2011; St Maur-
ice et al., 2007). However, a recent crystal structure of RePC
lacking the BC and BCCP domains showed a tetramer with a
symmetrical architecture (Lietzan and St Maurice, 2013). As in
SaPC, the PT domains were also found to mediate interlayer
PT-PT contacts. This leaves open the possibility that symmetri-
cal and asymmetrical structures represent a range of conforma-
tions for general PC.
The wealth of structural data on PC has provided valuable
insight into several key questions, but the overall allosteric regu-
lation and the conformational changes that facilitate the enzy-
matic activity are still unclear. Here, we present cryoelectron
microscopy (cryo-EM) structures for SaPC obtained from a sam-
ple undergoing catalysis, in the presence of all its substrates. TheStructure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014individual tetramers are not synchronized,
but an in silico sorting of the electron
microscope images detects conforma-
tional subsets of SaPC while catalyzing
the sequential chemical reactions to pro-
duce oxaloacetate. The cryo-EM density
maps were combined with available crys-
tal structures using molecular dynamics
flexible fitting, and an ensemble of atomic
models is shown for each cryo-EM map.
Our results confirm the presence of sym-
metric and asymmetric arrangements of
the PT domain in SaPC tetramers during
the catalytic cycle. Furthermore, the loca-
tions of BCCP domains in the different
structures clearly link the asymmetric
configuration with the enzymatic activityin the BC domain, while the symmetric one is compatible with
the reaction at the CT center. Also, the structures show BCCP
domains interacting with catalytic centers only in one layer at a
time, in clear agreement with the half-site reactivity mode of ac-
tion postulated for PC. Overall, the results depict the structural
transitions that govern multifunctional PC.
RESULTS
Cryo-EM and Classification of SaPC during Catalysis
In order to capture the conformational variability of PC during the
carboxylation of pyruvate into oxaloacetate, we prepared sam-
ples of recombinant SaPC and added a reaction buffer contain-
ing required substrates and cofactors (KHCO3, ATP, pyruvate,
and a source of Mg) and the activator acetyl-CoA. The oxaloac-
etate production was linked to the activity of malate dehydroge-
nase (Modak and Kelly, 1995), and the subsequent oxidation of
NADHwas monitored (Figure 2A). In the assayed conditions, tet-
ramers of SaPC perform several catalytic cycles of pyruvate
carboxylation for periods of time in the range of 3–5min. Aliquots
of the samples were taken 1 min after addition of the reactionª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 913
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Structure of Working Pyruvate Carboxylasebuffer and stored transiently on ice, and cryo-EM grids were pre-
pared immediately. The presence of SaPC tetramers is apparent
in the electron microscope images (Figure 2B). The tetrameric
oligomers were frozen while performing their enzymatic activity,
and we expect the protein to display a variety of conformational
states. With this in mind, we directly performed the image pro-
cessing and the calculation of 3Dmaps using unsupervised clas-
sification based on maximum-likelihood methods implemented
in Relion software (Scheres, 2010, 2012). Initially, we selected
approximately 55,000 individual cryo-EM images for SaPC tetra-
mers. The particle selection was guided by template matching
with one of our previous cryo-EM maps for SaPC (EMD-1742)
(Lasso et al., 2010), a 3D map that was also used as initial refer-
ence for the 3D classification in Relion (Figure 2C). Convergence
during classification was reached when four classes were
considered. In the renderings of the maps for the four classes
(Figure 2D), it is clear that in class 4, the cryo-EM map displays
scattered densities that are not linked to the main body of the
tetramer. This is understood as a symptom of heterogeneity in
this subset of the images, a group that might also include defec-
tive images and/or inactive macromolecules. Thus, the data for
class 4 were not further refined. On the contrary, the remaining
three classes are compact, and they do not render any density
outside the main envelope at the chosen density threshold.
Consequently, their corresponding subsets of images were
processed imposing two-fold (C2) symmetry and refined using
the Spider/Spire software package (Baxter et al., 2007;
Frank et al., 1996), resulting in cryo-EM maps at resolutions of
11.5 A˚ (Figure S1 available online).
Visual inspection of the 3D maps for classes 1–3 suggests the
presence of at least two different architectures, where classes 2
and 3 depict similar tetrameric arrangements that mimic the
structure of the initial reference, while class 1 seems to follow
a divergent design. The similarity between the four cryo-EM
maps can be evaluated in a dendrogram based on the correla-
tion between them (Figure 2E), where it is clear that classes 2
and 3 have very similar 3Dmaps, and themap for class 4 departs
the most from the rest of the cryo-EM data. Since the maps for
classes 2 and 3 are very similar (with very high coefficient of cor-
relation between them), we will present and discuss the analysis
only for class 2 data, although the general conclusions can also
be applied to the data for class 3. Thus, we will focus the struc-
tural analysis mainly on the study and comparison of the maps
calculated for classes 1 and 2.
Symmetric and Asymmetric Tetramers for SaPC
To understand the differences between the structures for clas-
ses 1 and 2, we constructed atomic models by flexible fitting
within the cryo-EM maps. The first step was to explore which
of the two previously reported architectures, the symmetric
and the asymmetric ones, were closer to the current data. Two
distinct crystallographic structures were fitted as rigid bodies in-
side the maps for classes 1 and 2 (Figure S2). In both maps, one
of the architectures leaves large regions of PT domains outside
the densities. This way, the position of the PT domains shows
preferred correlations: the 3D map for class 1 preferentially allo-
cates PT domains in the asymmetric configuration shown for
RePC (St Maurice et al., 2007), and the class 2 structure fits bet-
ter with the symmetric distribution of PT regions from the atomic914 Structure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All righstructure for SaPC (Xiang and Tong, 2008). Thus, we started with
different initial atomicmodels for the cryo-EMmaps for classes 1
and 2. For the fitting within the 3D map for class 1, we used two
templates, both of them showing asymmetric tetramers for
RePC (Protein Data Bank [PDB] ID 3TW6 and 2QF7) (Lietzan
et al., 2011; St Maurice et al., 2007); for class 2, the atomic struc-
ture for the SaPC tetramer was modeled using the symmetric
crystallographic structure of SaPC (PDB ID 3BG5) (Xiang and
Tong, 2008). In the former, the combination of two atomic
models was necessary to provide the four BCCP domains.
Next, we proceed with the molecular dynamics flexible fitting
(MDFF) (Trabuco et al., 2008) of the initial models inside the 3D
density maps. The molecular dynamic simulations were carried
out for 5 ns following previously described protocol (Chan
et al., 2011). In order to evaluate the accuracy in the final models,
MDFF simulations were run independently five times for each
cryo-EM map. The flexible fittings converged very rapidly in
all the runs and for the three (classes 1–3) cryo-EM maps
(Figure S3). The ensemble of atomic models yielded a final
cross-correlation coefficient of 0.92, 0.93, and 0.96 to the corre-
sponding cryo-EM maps for classes 1, 2, and 3, respectively.
Overall, the ensembles of atomic models fill completely the 3D
maps, and no large density is left empty without the correspond-
ing atomic data (Figures 3 and S4). For the map for class 1, the
full-length tetramer of SaPC was fitted, including all four copies
of the BCCP domains (Figures 3A and 3B). In this cryo-EM
map, small regions next to the N-terminal BC domains remain
empty (with no atoms inside) in all five runs (labeled with aster-
isks in Figures 3A and 3B). We attribute these regions to the
N-terminal tag that the SaPC construct includes, a region not
present in the atomic model. This tag seems to get stabilized
and apparent in the subset of tetramers included in class 1.
For classes 2 and 3, there is no signal for the BCCP domains
in the bottom layer (Figures 3D and S4B), and those were
removed from the atomic models. We understand that these
regions vanish in the 3D averages due to their flexibility.
The fitted atomic coordinates fully overlap with the density
maps obtained after classification. The ensemble of five atomic
models calculated for each class during MDFF simulations
show the same position for domains, and their low relative
rmsd values (Figures 3 and S4) indicate that the cryo-EM maps
impose enough restrictions during the flexible fittings. In class
1, the asymmetric architecture becomes apparent since the in-
ner PT domains fill the central density of the 3D map (Figures
3A and S2A), and the rmsd between subunits from top and bot-
tom layers is 13.3 ± 0.7 A˚ (measured in the five atomic models
generated during the flexible fitting). The pair of BCCP domains
at the top layer is located near the BC active sites of their own
subunit (Figure 3A), while the two BCCP domains at the bottom
layer reside in a cleft between its own BC and the opposing
CT regions, in a so-called exo site (Xiang and Tong, 2008) (Fig-
ure 3B). For classes 2 and 3 (Figures 3C, 3D, and S4), the five
atomic models keep the symmetric configuration, and the
rmsd between top and bottom layer subunits is reduced to
3.7 ± 0.4 A˚ (class 2) and 2.5 ± 0.2 A˚ (class 3). In the top layer,
two BCCP domains are seen in close contact with the catalytic
CT domains in the opposite subunit (Figures 3C and S4A), but
the bottom layer does not show any signal for BCCP regions
(Figures 3D and S4B). Essentially, these structures of tetramericts reserved
Figure 3. Ensembles of Atomic Models after
Flexible Fitting
Cryo-EM maps for class 1 (A and B) and class 2
(C and D) are depicted in semitransparent mode to
allow visualization of the atomic models generated
for SaPC tetramers. There are five atomic models
for each map as the results of five independent
molecular dynamics flexible fitting (MDFF) runs.
The panels depict top (A and C) and bottom (B and
D) views of the structures. The rmsd between
the five atomic models is 3.5 ± 0.5 A˚ for class 1 and
1.7 ± 0.3 A˚ for class 2. The subunits from the
top and bottom layers show rmsd values between
them (measured in the five atomic models,
excluding BCCP domains and their flexible linkers)
of 13.3 ± 0.7 A˚ (class 1) and 3.7 ± 0.4 A˚ (class 2).
Thumbnails of the cryo-EM maps depicted in solid
mode are also included in each panel. The 3D
maps are rendered at 4s density threshold.
See also Figures S2–S4.
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate CarboxylaseSaPC in classes 2 and 3 are very similar to our previous cryo-EM
work (Lasso et al., 2010; Yu et al., 2009). The structure obtained
for class 1, however, is asymmetric and shows signal for all the
BCCP domains.
The dissimilar structural design between the models for clas-
ses 1 and 2 entails changes in the relative position of domains.
The distances between domains in the ensembles of atomic
models (Table 1) reveal that the largest differences are associ-
ated with the relative position between PT and BC domains.
Remarkably, the distance between PT domains and the BC cen-
ters of the opposite subunits within the top layer increases20 A˚
from class 2 to class 1. This is the result of the outward displace-
ment of the two PT domains at the top layer in class 1 in the
transition from a symmetric to an asymmetric arrangement.
Noteworthy, there are several different levels of asymmetry
when comparing the cryo-EM maps and the crystal structures
of SaPC and RePC. First, the rmsd between monomers in
different layers increases from 8.9 to 9.5 A˚ in RePC crystal struc-
tures to 13.3 A˚ in our atomic models for class 1, suggesting a
higher degree of asymmetry. Second, and despite the increased
asymmetry in class 1, the relative position between BC and CT
active centers in opposing subunits is very similar in all the
models and classes (variations in the range of 5 A˚), revealing
that this catalytically relevant pair is conserved through the largeStructure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014conformational change. This is in sharp
contrast to the crystal structure of RePC,
where the BC-CT active site distance is
65 A˚ in the top layer but 80 A˚ in the bottom
layer (St Maurice et al., 2007), but corre-
lates with SaPC, where the BC-CT active
distance is similar in different layers.
Third, the positions of the PT domain are
different in the two layers in the RePC
structure. This asymmetry in the PT do-
mains is observed in the current electron
microscopy model for class 1 of SaPC,
although the crystal structures of SaPC
do not show it (Xiang and Tong, 2008;Yu et al., 2009, 2013). Regardless of the differences in the level
of asymmetry, our results demonstrate that SaPC tetramers
map both the symmetric and the asymmetric configurations
during its catalytic activity.
Linking Tetramer Architecture to Catalytic Activity
The resolution of the 3D maps cannot define interactions in the
catalytic centers at atomic resolution. The atomic models, how-
ever, allow us to explore whether the positions of BCCP domains
are compatible with the enzymatic activity of PC. In the atomic
models, biotin was not included, so we will judge whether the
distance between the conserved Lys (Lys1112 in SaPC), where
the biotin is covalently attached, and the active centers is suited
for the enzymatic reactions. For clarity, we present just one out
of the five atomic models calculated for each class, although
the distances are averages for the five models.
In the top layer of class 1 models, the BCCP domains are
in the vicinity of the BC domain of its own subunit (Figure 3A).
A detailed view (Figure 4A) shows that the loop with Lys1112
enters the aperture of the BC active site. Here, the distance
between the Ca of Lys1112 and the active site is 19 A˚. There
is only one crystal structure with the BCCP domain resting
next to the BC region: the one for RePC T882A (mutant at the
CT site) (Lietzan et al., 2011), where the BCCP domain remainsª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 915
Table 1. Distances between Active Sites and Domains within the
Atomic Models for Classes 1 and 2
Distances between
Domains (A˚) Layer
Atomic Models
for Class 1
Atomic Models
for Class 2
BC active sites top 134.1 ± 0.8 123.1 ± 0.4
bottom 129.3 ± 1.3 123.7 ± 0.1
CT active sites top 75.0 ± 1.2 80.6 ± 0.2
bottom 83.9 ± 1.2 75.7 ± 0.7
PT4 BC own top 44.6 ± 1.0 47.8 ± 1.4
botom 67.9 ± 2.7 43.9 ± 0.5
PT4 BC opp top 96.8 ± 1.0 76.9 ± 1.4
bottom 70.1 ± 1.0 80.9 ± 0.5
PT4 CT own top 29.5 ± 1.6 33.5 ± 1.3
bottom 40.3 ± 3.0 35.8 ± 0.9
PT4 CT opp top 66.3 ± 0.6 53.2 ± 0.5
bottom 51.3 ± 2.8 49.0 ± 0.7
BC4 CT opp top 81.7 ± 1.4 76.8 ± 0.3
bottom 76.3 ± 0.9 74.3 ± 0.6
The distances are presented as the averages and SDs for the set of five
atomic models calculated for each cryo-EM map during the MDFF. The
position of the active sites was set by centroids defined by groups of
residues surrounding the reaction centers (positions 240, 278, and 291
for BC; amino acids 577 and 878 for CT). For the PT distances, the Ca
of residue 1,058 was used. opp, opposite.
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate Carboxylaseoutside the catalytic channel (Figure 4B) and the Lys residue is
almost 20 A˚ away. Noteworthy, in the atomic models derived
from class 1, there is an opening of the B-subdomain lid within
the BC domain (Figure 5) that allows for a better orientation of
the BCCP domain toward the catalytic core (Figure 4A). This tilt-
ing of the lid from the BC domain is observed only in the top
layer of the models for class 1 (Figure 5). The position of the
BCCP domain is still too far to be considered a catalytically
competent conformation since the biotin arm just extends
16 A˚; its orientation, however, directs the biotin moiety toward
the reactive center, and small local changes might allow the
reaction to occur. In the bottom layer of class 1, the BCCPs
are placed just between its own BC domain and the CT domain
from the opposing subunit (Figure 3B). Clearly, this is an exo
binding site far away from the active centers (Figure 4C). A
somehow similar position was observed in the first structure re-
ported for RePC (St Maurice et al., 2007), but there is a relative
shift of 7 A˚ between that crystal structure (Figure 4D) and our
current model (Figure 4C). The BCCP domains at the top layer
of class 2 are seen in close contact with the CT domain of the
opposing subunit (Figure 3C). A closer inspection (Figure 4E) re-
veals that in the atomic model the b hairpin of the BCCP domain
that contains the Lys residue penetrates into the active site
of the CT domain. The Ca atom of Lys1112 is 9 A˚ away from
the CT active site, and a very similar distance was observed
in one BCCP domain from the crystallographic structure for
SaPC (Figure 4F), which was understood as catalytically compe-
tent (Xiang and Tong, 2008). There is, however, a large rotation
of about 40 and a shift of 13 A˚ when comparing these two
orientations of the BCCP domain bound to the CT active site
(Figures 4E and 4F).916 Structure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All righEssentially, our atomic models display the BCCP domains
engaged with the BC active site of its own monomer, bound to
the CT center of the opposite subunit, and between those two
domains. These three locations are similar to those previously re-
ported for SaPC (Xiang and Tong, 2008) and RePC (Lietzan et al.,
2011; St Maurice et al., 2007) and go along with the expected
movements of BCCP domains during PC functioning. Addition-
ally, the BCCP is bound to its own BC domain in the context of
the asymmetric tetramer, while in the symmetric architecture,
the BCCP is engaged with the opposite CT active site. This
clearly suggests that the transitions between asymmetric and
symmetric configurations are coupled with the movements of
the BCCP domains during PC function. Also, BCCP domains
are seen bound to catalytic domains only in one of the faces,
which supports a half-site reactivity mode for PC tetramers,
where only one of the layers at a time is engaged in enzymatic
reactions.
A Structural Transition Model for PC Subunits
There are four different conformations for SaPC subunits among
the atomic models for classes 1 and 2 (Figure 6)—essentially one
conformation per layer and per class. Two of them might be
catalytically competent and display the BCCP regions on its
own BC (Figure 6A) and on the opposite CT (Figure 6B) centers.
In the transition between them (compare Figures 6A and 6B), the
Lys1112 in the BCCP domain moves 65 A˚ to reach the CT
domain of the opposing subunit. This movement is facilitated
by a relative rotation of 20 between the BC and CT domains
within monomers (Figure 7A) and is coupled with the inward
movement of the PT domain by19 A˚ (Figure 7B). A third mono-
mer structure has the BCCP in the exo binding site (Figure 6C). In
this subunit, the rotations between the BC and CT regions and
the displacement of the PT domain follow the same trend, with
additional19 rotation and11 A˚ movement, respectively (Fig-
ures 7A and 7C). Thus, the same conformational change can pro-
duce the three structures starting in the context of an asymmetric
tetramer (with its PT domain shifted outward and the BCCP in its
own BC domain; Figure 6A), passing through a symmetric
tetramer (with the BCCP in the opposite CT domain; Figure 6B),
and returning again to an asymmetric one (with its PT shifted
inward and the BCCP in exo position; Figure 6C). These three
conformations are to be achieved by a gradual increase of the
rotation angle between the BC and CT domains within each
monomer. The fourth structure for the SaPC subunit does not
include the BCCP and its linker (Figure 6D), since the cryo-EM
map for class 2 did not show density for these regions in the
bottom layer. The conformation of this subunit is very similar to
the monomer with the BCCP engaged on the CT domain (Fig-
ure 6B), with an rmsd between them of 3.7 ± 0.4 A˚ (within the
five models generated for class 2), underpinning the similarity
between subunits in the symmetric tetramer.
The relationships and possible communications between sub-
units within PC tetramers also change. When the PT is retracted
in the asymmetric state (as in Figure 6A), the subunit does not
show any PT-PT contact. Transition to a symmetric design (Fig-
ures 6B and 6D) allows for PT-PT interactions between subunits
from different layers. When the PT domain goes central in the
asymmetric configuration (Figure 6C), the communication be-
tween PT domains is established within the same layer. Thus,ts reserved
Figure 4. Position of the BCCP Domains
Along the panels, ribbon representations for atomic data are seen within semitransparent cryo-EM maps for classes 1 and 2 rendered at 5s density threshold.
Thumbnails are depicted solid and also semitransparent as orientation guides.
(A) Depiction of one atomic model calculated for class 1 that shows the BCCP domain bound to the BC region of its own monomer. The average distance in the
five models between the Lys, where the biotin is attached, and the BC active site is 19.0 ± 1.8 A˚.
(B) The crystallographic structure for RePC T882Amutant (PDB ID 3TW6) (Lietzan et al., 2011) is shown after rigid-body fitting within the cryo-EMmap for class 1.
The distance between the Lys residue and the BC active center is 19.7 A˚.
(C) Atomic model for class 1 showing in the bottom layer of the tetramer of the BCCP domain in the exo binding site, between the BC and CT centers.
(D) Depiction of the crystal structure of RePC (PDB ID 2QF7) (St Maurice et al., 2007) after rigid-body fitting in the cryo-EMmap for class 1. It shows also a BCCP
domain in an exo binding site between the BC and CT domains.
(E) One of the atomicmodels from theMDFF for class 2 is seen. The zoom-in view shows the BCCP near the CT active site of the opposite subunit. Among the five
models calculated for class 2, the distance between the Ca of conserved Lys and the CT active site is 9.0 ± 1.3 A˚.
(F) The ribbons from the crystal structure of SaPC (PDB ID 3BG5) (Xiang and Tong, 2008) are seen after rigid-body fitting in the map for class 2. Here, the distance
between Lys and the active site is 9.4 A˚.
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate Carboxylasethere is an interplay of connections through PT regions that
varies between inter- or intralayer, and the position of this
domain defines the landscape of regions accessible for the
BCCP domains. The rotations between BC and CT regions that
drive the movement of PT domains are necessarily coupled toStructure 22,relative rotations of the BC and CT domains in the subunits of
the opposite layer. Since the PC tetramer is arranged with the
four polypeptides running antiparallel on each layer and perpen-
dicularly between layers, the rotations that move the PT domains
inward in one face also displace the same region outward in the911–922, June 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 917
Figure 5. Structural Differences in the BC Domains
(A) Renderings of the cryo-EM maps for classes 1 and 2 focused on the side
view of the BC regions. The map for class 1 (blue) is depicted in semi-
transparent mode. The cryo-EM map for class 2 (yellow) is seen solid.
(B) Comparison between one of the atomic models fitted in the map for class 1
(colored domain-wise) and one atomic model fitted within the 3Dmap for class
2 (ribbons in gray). There is a tilt of the B-subdomain lid of BC domain between
the atomic models.
(C) The map for class 1 is rendered semitransparently to visualize one of the
fitted atomic models.
(D) Semitransparent representation of the 3Dmap for class 2 together with the
ribbon display of one of the fitted atomic coordinates.
The panels conserve the same orientation.
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate Carboxylaseother layer. Also, the orientations of the catalytic domains, and
hence the accessibility of the BBCP region to the active sites,
are altered between layers in a coordinated manner.
DISCUSSION
Our previous attempts to characterize by cryo-EM the confor-
mational landscape in PC functioning did not reveal any large
structural change of the oligomer (Lasso et al., 2010; Yu et al.,
2009). In those studies, we tried to halt SaPC tetramers in
distinct steps of its enzymatic reaction in a way that all the
molecules were synchronized. By using several combinations
of substrates and cofactors, we calculated some 3D density
maps looking for individual snapshots. In those results, none
of the 3D maps displayed the BCCP domain close to the BC
active site, the first reaction of the sequence for pyruvate
carboxylation. In the current approach, however, the study of
freely working SaPC is intended to fish several movie frames
within a single sample. This way, we might have access to con-
formations that were elusive in the single snapshot approach.
We are aware that the sorting of cryo-EM images might provide
just some of the intermediates and with no information about the
sequential link between them. In the context of known PC func-
tioning, however, we can infer an overall model in agreement
with our structural data.918 Structure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All righThe sorted subsets of electron microscope images might still
be very heterogeneous, and the isolated class 4 fits well with a
mixture of conformations (Figure 2D). The rest of the classes
display compact tetramers and include more homogeneous
subsets of images. The maps for classes 2 and 3 are very similar
and depict the same symmetric architecture (Figures 3C, 3D,
and S4). We could have merged both classes, but class 3 shows
smaller densities for BCCP domains that could be caused by
lower occupancy of the domain. We also prefer to preserve the
raw outcome from the classification. The presence of redundant
structures after the sorting indicates that the chosen number of
classes is large enough to describe the variability at the achieved
resolution (Scheres, 2010). It is remarkable that BCCP domains
have been caught in the vicinity of active sites in classes 1–3,
which include almost 80% of the images. The sample for cryo-
EM was transiently stored on ice, which keeps the thermally
driven conformational fluctuations at a minimum, and thus the
swinging of the BCCP domains might be reduced. The limited
movement of BCCP domains favors the capture of this region
stably bound to catalytic domains.
In the description of the cryo-EM maps, we refer to ‘‘top’’
and ‘‘bottom’’ layers to guide the analysis; we cannot, however,
directly correlate layers between different maps. We have used
the term ‘‘top’’ for the layers that show BCCP domains close to
BC or CT reaction centers. Nevertheless, we can assume that
following the catalytic activity of the enzyme, a transition occurs
between two states: from theBCCP engaged on the BC center of
its own subunit (Figure 6A) to the BCCP bound to the CT active
site of the opposing one (Figure 6B). When this transition hap-
pens in one of the faces of the tetramer (as in the cartoons at
the right side of Figure 6), the other layer moves from the state
with the BCCP domains in exo sites (Figure 6C) to again a sym-
metric tetramer with the BCCP flexible and not seen (Figure 6D).
This is clear since those two pairs of states appear coupled in the
layers of the two cryo-EM maps analyzed (for classes 1 and 2).
Thus, in a full sequence of events, PC tetramers start in the
asymmetric state with BCCP domains bound to the BC site
(class 1). Next, a transition to a symmetric configuration allows
for the binding of BCCP domains to the CT active sites (class 2).
This latter step fulfills the enzymatic reaction in the layer.
An additional structural change to an asymmetric architecture
leaves the BCCP resting in the exo binding site and permits
the BC reaction to occur in the opposing layer (class 1 upside
down). And, finally, a new transformation to an again symmetric
tetramer concludes the reaction at the bottom layer (class 2
upside down).
Our structural data clearly show a coupling between the archi-
tecture and the position of the BCCP domains and suggest that
the relative rotations between BC and CT domains in PC sub-
units govern the large movements required to communicate
the distant active sites. At the top layer of the asymmetric
tetramer, the distance between the PT and the BC centers differs
considerably (Table 1). The active site in the subunit is about 45 A˚
away from the PT, while the BC site from the opposing subunit in
the layer is almost at 100 A˚ distance. In this configuration, a BC
reaction within the same subunit is favored. Also, in this same
state, the BC domains from top and bottom layers are distinct.
At the top layer, the B-subdomain lid of the BC domain tilts
and allows the access of the BCCP domain (Figure 5), while ints reserved
Figure 6. The Four Structures for SaPC
Subunits Derived from the Atomic Models
(A)–(D) show in the left side ribbon representations
for four distinct SaPC subunits after the MDFF in
the top and bottom layers of cryo-EM maps for
classes 1 and 2. The monomers correspond to the
top layer of class 1 (A), the top layer of class 2 (B),
the bottom layer of class 1 (C), and the bottom layer
of class 2 (D). All the BCCP domains establish their
interactions within their layer, and their location
is indicated. Structural transitions related to the
relative rotation between the CT and BC domains
within the subunits are indicated by arrows. In the
right side of the panels, the arrangement of SaPC
tetramers is depicted in cartoons. In these draw-
ings, the tetramers are colored as in Figure 1C. The
architecture of the tetramers has been observed in
class 1 (A), class 2 (B), class 1 upside down (C), and
class 2 upside down (D).
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate Carboxylasethe bottom face, this region is closed. Similar differences have
been observed for BC domain dimers of acetyl-CoA carboxylase
(Mochalkin et al., 2008), a demonstration of its half-site reactivity.
Although this mode of action has not been demonstrated for
PC, the current structures clearly support this type of negative
cooperativity between layers. Noteworthy, truncation of BC
and BCCP domains in RePC resulted in tetramers arranged
in symmetric configuration (Lietzan and St Maurice, 2013), with
CT-CT dimers identical to those observed in the full-length pro-
tein arranged in asymmetric mode. This pointed out the role of
the BC domain in regulating the conformational landscape of
PC. Our results suggest that BC domains define the active layer
by BC-BC communication and that the configuration of theStructure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014asymmetric architecture also determines
which BC active site the BCCP domain
can reach. The progress to the CT reac-
tion is linked to the transition to a symmet-
ric architecture. In this case, the distances
between PT and CT sites cannot rule the
selection of the active site from the same
subunit, but the rotations of domains
that promote the changes between asym-
metric and symmetric states expose the
CT catalytic cavity toward the opposite
subunit.
Our cryo-EM maps show SaPC tetra-
mers in different architectures. The crys-
tallographic structures for full-length PC,
however, clearly split between the sym-
metric architecture for SaPC (Xiang and
Tong, 2008; Yu et al., 2009) and the asym-
metric one for RePC (Lietzan et al., 2011;
St Maurice et al., 2007). The propensity
of those PC samples to adopt specific
structural states might be caused by crys-
tallization conditions. It is also possible
that contacts between tetramers in the
crystal packing restrict their conforma-
tion. We observe that the large BC andCT domains rotate in the conformational changes; therefore,
the side surfaces exposed for crystal contacts vary between
symmetric and asymmetric states. The residues in the surface
are less conserved between PC samples from distinct species,
and this difference might guide preferred crystal contacts
between adjacent tetramers in the crystals.
Altogether, the current structural study reveals that PC tetra-
mers map asymmetric and symmetric architectures; those are
coupled to the consecutive BC and CT enzymatic reactions,
respectively; and the catalytic activity occurs one layer at a
time. Through the entire set of structural transformations of PC
tetramers, the PT domains play a central role, since they inte-
grate the relative changes between BC and CT regions, changeª2014 Elsevier Ltd All rights reserved 919
Figure 7. Structural Changes between
Atomic Models for SaPC
(A) Relative rotation between the BC and CT do-
mains of the same subunit observed in the tran-
sition between the subunits depicted in Figures
6A–6C. The monomers where aligned by the CT
regions and the rotation measured at the BC do-
mains. The BCs are colored as follows: red for the
subunit with the BCCP on the BC of the same
subunit (as in Figure 6A), magenta in the monomer
with the BCCP engaged on the CT of the opposing
subunit (as in Figure 6B), and purple in the subunit
with the BCCP bound to the exo binding site (as in
Figure 6C). The BCCP and its flexible linker are not
depicted. The fourth subunit, with the BCCP flex-
ible (as in Figure 6D), is very similar to the one with
the BCCP on CT.
(B) Movements of the BCCP and PT domains in
SaPC subunits during the transition of the BCCP
domain from the BC of the same subunit to the CT
of the opposing one.
(C) Movements of the BCCP and PT domains in
SaPC subunits during the transition of the BCCP
domain from the CT of the opposing subunit to the
exo site.
In (B) and (C), the BC domains are not depicted.
Structure
Structure of Working Pyruvate Carboxylasethe inter- and intralayer contacts between subunits, and move
the anchor points for the linker of the BCCP domains. Also, the
differences between the BC domains from opposing layers block
or allow the binding of the BCCP domain. Interestingly, the allo-
steric activator acetyl-CoA binds to the PT domain near the BC-
BC dimer interface (St Maurice et al., 2007), a binding site that is
only preserved in two subunits of the asymmetric tetramer (Liet-
zan et al., 2011; St Maurice et al., 2007), but appears occupied
by the activator in the four PC subunits in the context of a sym-
metric architecture (Yu et al., 2009). This correlation between the
number of binding sites for acetyl-CoA and the architecture of
PC tetramers might be essential for the allosteric control of the
enzyme and the movements of PT domains, but unraveling the
precise role of the acetyl-CoA activator requires further future
insights.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES
Protein Expression and Purification
Full-length wild-type S. aureus PC was expressed and purified as described
previously (Lasso et al., 2010). Essentially, SaPC was expressed in E. coli
BL21 Star (DE3) with an N-terminal hexahistidine tag by cloning the protein
in pET28a vector. After purification of the construct by nickel nitrilotriacetic
acid agarose beads, the eluted SaPC was further purified through a Sephacryl
S300 gel-filtration column. SaPC samples were stored at 80C in a buffer
containing 20 mM Tris (pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl, 2 mM dithiothreitol (DTT),
and 5% (v/v) glycerol.
Enzyme Activity Assay
The catalytic activity of SaPC was determined at 10C by monitoring the pro-
duction of oxaloacetate, which was coupled to NADH oxidation catalyzed by
malate dehydrogenase (Modak and Kelly, 1995). The reaction mixture con-
tained20mMTris-HCl (pH7.5), 200mMNaCl, 50mMKHCO3, 20mMpyruvate,
5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, 2 mM acetyl-CoA, 2 mM ATP, 0.2 mM NADH, 15 U
of malate dehydrogenase, and various SaPC concentrations ranging from920 Structure 22, 911–922, June 10, 2014 ª2014 Elsevier Ltd All righ0.01mMto0.1mM.Oxaloacetate reduction tomalate bymalate dehydrogenase
was coupled to NADH oxidation to NAD+. The decreasing concentration of
NADH was monitored by measuring the absorbance at 340 nm.
Sample Preparation for Cryo-EM
SaPC at a concentration of 1mg/ml was first incubated in a solution containing
20 mM Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 200 mM NaCl, 5 mM MgCl2, 2 mM DTT, and 2 mM
acetyl-CoA for 20 min. Following this, the same buffer containing 20 mM pyru-
vate was added. Finally, a reaction buffer containing 50 mM KHCO3 and
10mMATPwas added to the SaPC sample. After 1min of incubation, the sam-
ple was stored on ice and cryo-EM grids were immediately prepared. The final
SaPC concentration was 0.05 mg/ml in a buffer solution containing 16.6 mM
Tris-HCl (pH 7.5), 1.7 mM acetyl-CoA, 15.7 mM pyruvate, 4.1 mM MgCl2,
1.7 mM DTT, 166.6 mM NaCl, 8.3 mM KHCO3, and 1.66 mM ATP.
Cryo-EM and Image Processing
Cryo-EM grids were prepared following standard procedures and vitrified
samples were examined on a JEM-2200FS/CR transmission electron micro-
scope (JEOL Europe, Croissy-sur-Seine, France) at an acceleration voltage
of 200 kV. Micrographs were taken on Kodak films under low-dose conditions
at amagnification of 40,0003. Digitalization of micrographs was carried out on
a Z/I Photoscan (ZEIS) scanner obtaining a final pixel size of 1.75 A˚. Particles
were selected using a semi-automated procedure from the digitized micro-
graphs in the Spider/Spire package (Baxter et al., 2007; Frank et al., 1996),
which was also used to determine the defocus of the micrographs. Classifica-
tion of the data set into four subsets, and initial 3D reconstruction of each sub-
set was carried out with Relion (Scheres, 2012), using as the initial reference
map a cryo-EM density map for SaPC tetramer (EMD-1742) filtered at 60 A˚
(Lasso et al., 2010). Whenever necessary, cryo-EM maps obtained during
classification were refined further using Spider/Spire (Baxter et al., 2007; Frank
et al., 1996) by imposing C2 symmetry. Resolutions of the cryo-EM density
maps were estimated using a cutoff of 0.15 in the Fourier shell correlation
(Rosenthal and Henderson, 2003).
SaPC Homology Modeling
The initial atomic model of class 1 was modeled based on the asymmetric
crystal structure of RePC (PDB ID 3TW6) (Lietzan et al., 2011). Both thets reserved
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Structure of Working Pyruvate Carboxylasetarget and the template sequences were aligned by ClustalW (Goujon
et al., 2010; Larkin et al., 2007). Homology modeling was carried out using
SwissModel (Arnold et al., 2006). The BCCP domain was modeled near
the BC active site in monomers A and B (Lietzan et al., 2011). In monomers
C and D, the BCCP was modeled in the RePC exo binding site (PDB ID
2QF7) (St Maurice et al., 2007). The initial atomic model of the SaPC tetramer
in classes 2 and 3 were modeled using the symmetric crystal structure of
SaPC (Xiang and Tong, 2008) as the template structure. Monomers A and
B were modeled with their BCCP domain pointing toward the CT active
site as in the crystal structure of SaPC. Monomers C and D were modeled
without the BCCP domains. Connecting loops between the PT and BCCP
domain were modeled with Loopy (Soto et al., 2008; Xiang et al., 2002).
The protonation state of histidine residues in the assembled initial models
was predicted using Propka software from the pdb2pqr package (Bas
et al., 2008; Li et al., 2005).
Rigid and Flexible Fittings of Atomic Models
The assembled initial models were rigidly fitted into the corresponding
cryo-EM maps using UCSF Chimera (Pettersen et al., 2004). Molecular dy-
namic simulations were carried out with NAMD 2.9 (Phillips et al., 2005)
through the MDFF plug-in (Trabuco et al., 2008). Simulations were run with
the CHARMM27 force field with CMAP corrections (Mackerell et al., 2004) in
generalized Born implicit solvent (Tanner et al., 2011). For each class, five
separate MDFF simulations were carried out, and all of them were run for
5 ns. Nonhydrogen atoms were coupled to the UEM potential derived from
the corresponding cryo-EM density maps with a grid scaling of 0.3 kcal/mol.
Simulations used restraints for secondary structure, chirality, and cispeptide
derived from the initial assembled atomic models. During the initial 0.5 ns of
each simulation, no symmetrical restraint was applied between monomers.
A symmetry restraint force constant k was applied during the next 0.5 ns, lin-
early increasing from 0 to 10 (kcal/mol)/A˚2 (Chan et al., 2011). Following this,
the symmetry restraint force constant k was kept at 10 (kcal/mol)/A˚2 during
the next 4 ns. Finally, 10,000 steps of energy minimization were performed
with a grid scaling of 0 in order to increase the stability of the resulting struc-
ture. All simulation parameters were kept as specified by the MDFF plug-in
except those required in intrinsic solvent simulations; the dielectric constant
was set to 1; cutoff, 16 A˚; switchdist, 15 A˚; pairlistdist, 18 A˚; GIBS on;
ionConcentration, 0.3 M; alphaCutoff, 14 A˚; sasa on; and surfaceTension,
0.006 kcal/mol/A˚2.
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